Merlot Noble Generous Red Wines Set 1
Getting the books Merlot Noble Generous Red Wines Set 1 now is not type of inspiring means.
You could not unaided going next ebook buildup or library or borrowing from your associates to door
them. This is an extremely simple means to specifically get lead by on-line. This online message
Merlot Noble Generous Red Wines Set 1 can be one of the options to accompany you similar to
having extra time.
It will not waste your time. allow me, the e-book will definitely manner you additional issue to read.
Just invest tiny get older to entre this on-line proclamation Merlot Noble Generous Red Wines
Set 1 as competently as review them wherever you are now.

confronted us with this seemingly simple
question and, with The Omnivore’s Dilemma, his
brilliant and eye-opening exploration of our food
choices, demonstrated that how we answer it
today may determine not only our health but our
survival as a species. In the years since, Pollan’s
revolutionary examination has changed the way
Americans think about food. Bringing wide
attention to the little-known but vitally important
dimensions of food and agriculture in America,
Pollan launched a national conversation about
what we eat and the profound consequences that
even the simplest everyday food choices have on
both ourselves and the natural world. Ten years
later, The Omnivore’s Dilemma continues to
transform the way Americans think about the
politics, perils, and pleasures of eating.
Home Winemaking For Dummies Tim Patterson
2010-10-25 An informative, fun guide to making
your own wine It's estimated that one million
North Americans make their own wine.
Relatively inexpensive to make (a homemade
bottle costs from $2 to $4), a bottle with your
own label (and grapes) is a fantasy even
someone with modest aspirations can fulfill.
Author Tim Patterson, an award-winning home
winemaker, shows how it's possible for anyone
to create a great wine. In Home Winemaking For
Dummies, he discusses the art of winemaking
from grape to bottle, including how to get the
best grapes (and figure out how many you need);
determine what equipment is required; select
the right yeast and figure out if any other
additives are needed; and store, age, and test
wine. With detailed tips on creating many
varieties -- from bold reds and demure whites to

Wine & Spirits 1996
Hungry for Wine Cathy Huyghe 2015-09-16 Get
ready to find some things you never expected to
find in a book about wine.Things like regrets,
migrant labor, war, financial crises, and postapartheid economics.Things, too, like following a
calling, and doing something even though it
makes no sense, and creating the life you
imagine for yourself.For the people you'll meet
in these twelve chapters, wine does so much
more than quench thirst. Wine is how they
express themselves to the world. It's how they
put food on the table for their families. It's how
they carve their niche. Sometimes it's even their
tool to fight repression and
discrimination.Hungry for Wine is also a memoir
about how the author went from simply liking
the taste of wine, to tasting it every day, to
writing about it 365 days a year, to traveling the
world in search of the people and the stories in
this book.Some people see the world in a grain
of sand. Now you can see it in a glass of
wine.This book will change the way you look at
wine. Forever.
The Omnivore's Dilemma Michael Pollan
2007-08-28 "Outstanding . . . a wide-ranging
invitation to think through the moral
ramifications of our eating habits." —The New
Yorker One of the New York Times Book
Review's Ten Best Books of the Year and Winner
of the James Beard Award Author of This is Your
Mind on Plants, How to Change Your Mind and
the #1 New York Times Bestseller In Defense of
Food and Food Rules What should we have for
dinner? Ten years ago, Michael Pollan
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enchanting rosés and delightful sparkling wines
-- this guide is your ultimate winemaking
resource.
Forthcoming Books Rose Arny 1996-10
1000 Best Wine Secrets Carolyn Hammond
2006-10-01 What is the appropriate way to taste
wine at a restaurant? What type of wine is best
served with catfish? 1000 Best Wine Secrets
contains all the information novice wine drinkers
and experienced connoisseurs alike need to feel
comfortable in any restaurant, home or vineyard.
1000 Best Wine Secrets is the book for readers
seeking the confidence to select and enjoy the
perfect bottle from among the wines of the
world. Includes such tips as: --Secrets of buying
great wine --Detecting faulty wine and sending it
back --Serving wine like a pro --Wine tips from
around the globe-from Argentina to France and
Spain to California --Knowing when to drink
wine
The WINE ENTHUSIAST ESSENTIAL
BUYING GUIDE 2008 Wine Enthusiast Editors
2007-11-06 This is all a wine lover will ever
need-a comprehensive list of ratings for more
than 40,000 wines from all over the world,
including information, prices and full tasting
notes. The Wine Enthusiast Essential Buying
Guide 2008 makes it easy to identify a wine for
every taste, budget, meal, and geographic
preference. Authored by a distinguished panel of
Wine Enthusiast's in-house tasters, the Wine
Enthusiast Essential Buying Guide 2008 offers
authoritative buying advice on more than 40,000
wines. Grouped by region of origin and updated
yearly, this book is a must-have for every wine
lover.
Wine and Society Stephen Charters 2006
Divided into four parts, this book examines the
context of wine production, the wine consumer,
and the social context of wine. It discusses
themes like the historical, geographical, and
cultural factors and the way they shape wine
production and consumption, wine production,
marketing differentiation, the contemporary
wine consumer and lifestyle factors, and politics
and the economics of wine. (Midwest).
The Noble Rot Book: Wine from Another
Galaxy Dan Keeling 2020-10-29 Winner of the
Guild of Food Writers Drinks Book Award 2021
Shortlisted for the André Simon Food and Drink
Book Awards 2020 "Noble Rot manages to
merlot-noble-generous-red-wines-set-1

unravel the mysteries of wine with insight and
humour. A wonderful - and essential - read for
anyone interested in the world of wine, or even
for those, like me, who just drink it." — Nigella
Lawson "The Noble Rot guys have the ability to
describe wines as if theyre either future friends,
or rock-stars coming to blow your mind." —
Caitlin Moran "Noble Rot has brought
originality, humour and now space travel to the
very serious business of drinking wine. About
time too." — Brian Eno "Dan and Mark do that
thing that only crazy knowledgeable enthusiasts
can do, they make you a crazy enthusiast too. If
they said, 'We've found a wine like no other, a
wine that actually lights up the sky, but you can
only drink it in the desert at midnight, are you
coming? Id be off, and I'd be confident of meteor
showers. They provoke curiosity - 'how does
anyone make this extraordinary drink just with
grapes?' - excitement, joy, and a longing for
knowledge. Now, in this book, they're sharing
the knowledge." — Diana Henry "To really know
and love a wine one should know the grower and
the vineyard. This isn't always or even often
possible, which is why the Rotters introduce
these wines at source. You learn that making
wine, as cooking should be, is an act of love. You
will come to love this book too." — Rowley Leigh
Choosing wine in a restaurant or shop can seem
an unfathomable business. But, according to Dan
Keeling and Mark Andrew, the duo behind
London's Noble Rot, it needn't be that way. In
Wine from Another Galaxy they'll help you to
understand how it is made, where to buy it, what
to look for when you drink it, and how to talk
about it. And once you've mastered the basics,
they'll take you on a journey through the best of
European wine culture, meeting the people and
places behind their favourite bottles. Indeed,
Dan and Mark have spent years visiting growers
that you probably haven't heard of, from the
original thinkers of the natural wine movement
to the iconic estates of Burgundy and Bordeaux.
This is the alternative, accessible, no-holdsbarred guide to wine, where the usual clichés
and rules don't apply.
Finger Lakes Wine Gazette 1997
The Wine Bible Karen MacNeil 2015-10-13
Announcing the completely revised and updated
edition of The Wine Bible, the perennial
bestselling wine book praised as “The most
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informative and entertaining book I’ve ever seen
on the subject” (Danny Meyer), “A guide that
has all the answers” (Bobby Flay), “Astounding”
(Thomas Keller), and “A magnificent
masterpiece of wine writing” (Kevin Zraly). Like
a lively course from an expert teacher, The Wine
Bible grounds the reader deeply in the
fundamentals while layering on informative
asides, tips, amusing anecdotes, definitions,
glossaries, photos (all new for this edition),
maps, labels, and recommended bottles. Karen
MacNeil’s information comes directly through
primary research; for this second edition she has
tasted more than 10,000 wines and visited
dozens of wine regions around the world. New to
the book are wines of China, Japan, Mexico, and
Slovenia. And through it all the reader becomes
ever more informed—and, because of the
author’s unique voice, always entertained: “In
great years Pétrus is ravishing, elegant, and
rich—Ingrid Bergman in red satin.” Or,
describing a Riesling: “A laser beam. A sheet of
ice. A great crackling bolt of lightning.”
White Space Is Not Your Enemy Kim Golombisky
2017-02-17 White Space Is Not Your Enemy is a
practical graphic design and layout guide that
introduces concepts and practices necessary for
producing effective visual communication across
a variety of formats—from web to print. Sections
on Gestalt theory, color theory, and WET layout
are expanded to offer more in-depth content on
those topics. This new edition features new
covering current trends in web design—Mobilefirst, UI/UX design, and web typography—and
how they affect a designer’s approach to a
project. The entire book will receive an update
using new examples and images that show a
more diverse set of graphics that go beyond
print and web and focus on tablet, mobile and
advertising designs.
Slow Wine Guide USA 2021 Deborah Parker
Wong 2021-04-16 With a total of 285 wineries
reviewed from California, Oregon and now from
New York and Washington states, the 2021
edition of the Slow Wine guide USA covers more
ground than ever before. For the first time, the
2021 edition stands as an individual publication
devoted to US producers. The idea behind Slow
Wine is straightforward: it acknowledges the
unique stories of people and vineyards, of grape
varieties and landscapes, and of their wines. The
merlot-noble-generous-red-wines-set-1

knowledge that wine is more than just liquid in a
glass helps wine lovers make better, more
conscious choices and enhances the very
enjoyment of these products. Since its
beginnings in Italy eleven years ago, Slow Wine
has combined its tasting sessions with equally
important moments of exchange and debate with
producers. In doing so, we're bringing you the
most up-to-date information about what's
happening at the wineries within our pages.
We're thrilled to see the guide finding fertile
ground in the USA. Our incredible team of wine
experts has once again teamed up to bring you
our fourth edition, Slow Wine 2021 - a year in
the life of the vineyards and wines of the USA.
Oldman's Guide to Outsmarting Wine Mark
Oldman 2004-12-07 For the thousands of people
who know nothing about wine and want to
rectify that swiftly and painlessly, Mark
Oldman?the ?Naked Chef? of wine?is here to
help with the kind of information readers can
use right now: ? Australian Shiraz is the most
instantly likable red under $15 ? Drink slightly
sweet wine with spicy food ? Judge a wine shop
by whether it has homemade shelf signs ? Don?t
store unopened wine in the refrigerator for more
than a week Loaded with his personal
recommendations?including the top 100 wines
less than $15?Oldman?s Guide also includes the
wine picks of an eclectic mix of collectors, from
Le Cirque owner Sirio Maccioni to Morley Safer
of 60 Minutes. This is a wine guide like no other
and is sure to be savored by anyone who wants
their wine without the attitude.
Oz Clarke's New Encyclopedia of French
Wines Oz Clarke 1991 This alphabetically
arranged guide provides information on over
400 producers, vintages, grape varieties, and
wine-growing regions in France
A16 Nate Appleman 2008 "A cookbook and wine
guide from the San Francisco restaurant A16
that celebrates the traditions of southern Italy"-Provided by publisher.
John Platter's South African Wine Guide
John Platter 2004-11
Wine and Conversation Adrienne Lehrer
2009-04-08 The vocabulary of wine is large and
exceptionally vibrant -- from straight-forward
descriptive words like "sweet" and "fragrant",
colorful metaphors like "ostentatious" and
"brash", to the more technical lexicon of
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biochemistry. The world of wine vocabulary is
growing alongside the current popularity of wine
itself, particularly as new words are employed by
professional wine writers, who not only want to
write interesting prose, but avoid repetition and
clich?. The question is, what do these words
mean? Can they actually reflect the objective
characteristics of wine, and can two drinkers
really use and understand these words in the
same way? In this second edition of Wine and
Conversation, linguist Adrienne Lehrer explores
whether or not wine drinkers (both novices and
experts) can in fact understand wine words in
the same way. Her conclusion, based on
experimental results, is no. Even though experts
do somewhat better than novices in some
experiments, they tend to do well only on wines
on which they are carefully trained and/or with
which they are very familiar. Does this mean
that the elaborate language we use to describe
wine is essentially a charade? Lehrer shows that
although scientific wine writing requires a
precise and shared use of language, drinking
wine and talking about it in casual, informal
setting with friends is different, and the
conversational goals include social bonding as
well as communicating information about the
wine. Lehrer also shows how language
innovation and language play, clearly seen in the
names of new wines and wineries, as well as
wine descriptors, is yet another influence on the
burgeoning and sometimes whimsical world of
wine vocabulary.
Wine Aroma Wheel Ann Noble 2015-09
The Wine Spectator 1998
Native Wine Grapes of Italy Ian D'Agata
2014-05-16 Mountainous terrain, volcanic soils,
innumerable microclimates, and an ancient
culture of winemaking influenced by Greeks,
Phoenicians, and Romans make Italy the most
diverse country in the world of wine. This
diversity is reflected in the fact that Italy grows
the largest number of native wine grapes known,
amounting to more than a quarter of the
worldÕs commercial wine grape types. Ian
DÕAgata spent thirteen years interviewing
producers, walking vineyards, studying available
research, and tasting wines to create this
authoritative guide to ItalyÕs native grapes and
their wines. Writing with great enthusiasm and
deep knowledge, DÕAgata discusses more than
merlot-noble-generous-red-wines-set-1

five hundred different native Italian grape
varieties, from Aglianico to Zibibbo. DÕAgata
provides details about how wine grapes are
identified and classified, what clones are
available, which soils are ideal, and what genetic
evidence tells us about a varietyÕs parentage.
He gives historical and anecdotal accounts of
each grape variety and describes the
characteristics of wines made from the grape. A
regional list of varieties and a list of the best
producers provide additional guidance.
Comprehensive, thoroughly researched, and
engaging, this book is the perfect companion for
anyone who wants to know more about the vast
enological treasures cultivated in Italy.
Wines of South America Evan Goldstein
2014-08-29 Introduces the variety and quality of
wine available in ten South American countries,
exploring the regions, styles, and prominent
grapes of the continent's two leading producers,
Argentina and Chile, as well other nations'
evolving industries.
Stephen Tanzer's international wine cellar 1997
General Viticulture A. J. Winkler 1974-12-13
Wherever grapevines are cultivated this book
will be welcome because it fills longstanding
need for a clear, concise treatment of modern
viticulture. The chapters on vine structure, vine
physiology, the grape flower and berry set,
development and composition of grapes, and
means of improving grape quality add to our
knowledge of the vine and its functions. The text
is designed to enable those concerned with
either vine or fruit problems to arrive at
considered diagnoses.
Extreme Wine Mike Veseth 2013-07-17 In
Extreme Wine, wine economist and best-selling
author Mike Veseth circles the globe searching
for the best, worst, cheapest, most expensive,
and most over-priced wines. Mike seeks out the
most outrageous wine people and places and
probes the biggest wine booms and busts. Along
the way he applauds celebrity wines, tries to find
wine at the movies, and discovers wines that are
so scarce that they are almost invisible. Why go
to such extremes? Because, Mike argues, the
world of wine is growing and changing, and if
you want to find out what’s really happening you
can’t be afraid to step over the edge. Written
with verve and appreciation for all things wine,
Extreme Wine will surprise and delight readers.
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Postmodern Winemaking Clark Smith
2013-06-03 In Postmodern Winemaking, Smith
shares knowledge he has accumulated in
engaging, humorous, and erudite essays that
convey a new vision of the winemaker’s
craft—one that credits the crucial roles played
by both science and art in the winemaking
process. Smith, a leading innovator in red wine
production techniques, explains how traditional
enological education has led many winemakers
astray—enabling them to create competent,
consistent wines while putting exceptional wines
of structure and mystery beyond their grasp.
Great wines, he claims, demand a personal and
creative engagement with many elements of the
process. His lively exploration of the facets of
postmodern winemaking, together with profiles
of some of its practitioners, is both entertaining
and enlightening.
Food and Wine Pairing Robert J. Harrington
2007-03-05 The only book that presents food and
wine pairing from a culinary and sensory
perspective. Demystifying the terminology and
methodology of matching wine to food, Food and
Wine Pairing: A Sensory Experience presents a
practical, user-friendly approach grounded in
understanding the direct relationships and
reactions between food and wine components,
flavors, and textures. This approach uses
sensory analysis to help the practitioner identify
key elements that affect pairings, rather than
simply following the usual laundry list of wineto-food matches. The text takes a culinary
perspective first, making it a unique resource for
culinary students and professionals. Food and
Wing Pairing: Lays out the basics of wine
evaluation and the hierarchy of taste concepts
Establishes the foundation taste components of
sweet, sour, slat, and bitter in food, and dry,
acidity, and effervescence in wine, and looks at
how these components relate to one another
Discusses wine texture, and the results of their
interactions with one another Examines the
impact that spice, flavor type, flavor intensity,
and flavor persistency have one the quality of
wine and food matches Includes exercises to
improve skills relating to taste identification and
palate mapping Provides a systematic process
for predicting successful matches using
sequential and mixed tasting methods Gives
guidance on pairing wine with foods such as
merlot-noble-generous-red-wines-set-1

cheese and various desserts, as well as service
issues such as training and menu/wine list
development Food and Wine Paring provides
students and professionals with vivid and
dynamic learning features to bring the matching
process to life with detail and clarity. real-world
examples include menus and tasting notes from
renowned restaurants, as well as Aperitifs or
vignettes portraying culinary notables—both
individuals and organizations—which set their
wine parings in a complete gastronomical,
regional, and cultural context. Culinary students
making their initial foray into understanding
paring will appreciate the reader-friendly and
comprehensive approach taken by Food and
Wine Pairing. More advanced students,
instructors, and culinary professionals will find
this text to be an unparalleled tool for
developing their matching process and honing
their tasting instinct.
John Platter South African Wines 2002 John
Platter 2002
Fictitious & Symbolic Creatures in Art John
Vinycomb 1906
What to Drink with What You Eat Andrew
Dornenburg 2009-07-31 !--StartFragment-Winner of the 2007 IACP Cookbook of the Year
Award Winner of the 2007 IACP Cookbook
Award for Best Book on Wine, Beer or Spirits
Winner of the 2006 Georges Duboeuf Wine Book
of the Year Award Winner of the 2006 Gourmand
World Cookbook Award - U.S. for Best Book on
Matching Food and Wine !--EndFragment-Prepared by a James Beard Award-winning
author team, "What to Drink with What You Eat"
provides the most comprehensive guide to
matching food and drink ever compiled-complete with practical advice from the best
wine stewards and chefs in America. 70 fullcolor photos.
Godforsaken Grapes Jason Wilson 2018-04-24
There are nearly 1,400 known varieties of wine
grapes in the world—from altesse to
zierfandler—but 80 percent of the wine we drink
is made from only 20 grapes. In Godforsaken
Grapes, Jason Wilson looks at how that came to
be and embarks on a journey to discover what
we miss. Stemming from his own growing
obsession, Wilson moves far beyond the “noble
grapes,” hunting down obscure and
underappreciated wines from Switzerland,
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Austria, Portugal, France, Italy, the United
States, and beyond. In the process, he looks at
why these wines fell out of favor (or never
gained it in the first place), what it means to be
obscure, and how geopolitics, economics, and
fashion have changed what we drink. A
combination of travel memoir and epicurean
adventure, Godforsaken Grapes is an
entertaining love letter to wine.
New France Andrew Jefford 2006-07-01 This
comprehensive wine atlas leaves no centimeter
of terroir unexplored. After a thorough
introduction to France, French winemaking and
the concept of terroir, Jefford (Wine Tastes Wine
Styles) gets to the heart of the matter with
lengthy chapters on each of France's 14 regions.
Each of these consists of an overview of the
region and its history, profiles of the area's
major winemakers, a description of the land and
listings and descriptions of the local wineries.
Some of the latter are lengthy, while others are
brief, but all include an address and phone
number, making this book useful as a guidebook
as well. Jefford is refreshingly opinionated: the
Loire Valley is in the throes of a "long and
refined stone age," while Zind-Humbrecht in
Alsace is the domain "most emblematic of the
New France as a whole." The effort here is
encyclopedic, but the writing rises above the
usual dry discussion, comparing the quest to
understand Burgundy to doing crossword
puzzles. Even the most matter-of-fact
information is presented with a certain flair: in a
description of the Rhone Valley, Jefford explains
that the area's mistral wind is both destructive
and useful, in that it blows away "fugs and
fungal diseases." Numerous maps and
photographs-including portraits of the
winemakers profiled-and a full list of vintages
round out this entertaining addition to its field.
Chemical Analysis of Grapes and Wine Patrick
Iland 2004 The purpose of this book is to present
procedures and guidelines for chemical analysis
and tests of grapes, grape juice and wine, with
the results acting as a tool to aid decision
making throughout the winemaking process.
Wine Enthusiast 2009-08
Books in Print 1991
Wine Enthusiast Magazine Essential Buying
Guide 2008
The New California Wine Jon Bonné 2013-11-05
merlot-noble-generous-red-wines-set-1

A comprehensive guide to the must-know wines
and producers of California's "new generation,"
and the story of the iconoclastic young
winemakers who have changed the face of
California viniculture in recent years. The New
California Wine is the untold story of the
California wine industry: the young, innovative
producers who are rewriting the rules of
contemporary winemaking; their quest to
express the uniqueness of California terroir; and
the continuing battle to move the state away
from the overly-technocratic, reactionary
practices of its recent past. Jon Bonné writes
from the front lines of the California wine
revolution, where he has access to the
fascinating stories, philosophies, and techniques
of top producers. Part narrative, part
authoritative purchasing reference, The New
California Wine is a necessary addition to any
wine lover's bookshelf.
Wines of the New South Africa Tim James
2013-07-18 Sought after by European aristocrats
and a favorite of Napoleon Bonaparte, the sweet
wines of Constantia in the Cape Colony were
considered to be among the worldÕs best during
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. During
the first democratic elections in 1994, South
Africa began to re-emerge onto the international
wine scene. Tim James, an expert on South
African wines, takes the reader on an
information-packed tour of the region, showing
us how and why the unique combination of
terroir and climate, together with dramatic
improvements in winemaking techniques, result
in wines that are once again winning accolades.
James describes important grape varieties and
wine stylesÑfrom delicate sparkling, to rich
fortified, and everything in betweenÑincluding
the varietal blends that produce some of the
finest Cape wines. Anchoring his narrative in a
rich historical context, James discusses all the
major wine regions, from Cederberg to Walker
Bay, complete with profiles of more than 150 of
the countryÕs finest producers.
A Vineyard in My Glass Gerald Asher 2011-08-02
“Gerald Asher brought to Gourmet the
magazine's most literate, scholarly, and civilized
column. For a balanced view, a true feel for
wine's values, he has no peer. And he is always a
joy to read.”—Hugh Johnson, author of A Life
Uncorked and The World Atlas of Wine "Gerald
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Davis
Complete Bordeaux Stephen Brook 2017-05-25
"A fresh and authoritative addition to the
Bordeaux library." Eric Asimov, The New York
Times "This new edition is the ultimate guide to
perhaps the greatest wine area in the world.
Whether you use the book in your local wine
store or tote it on a journey to Bordeaux itself,
this book is definitive. And magnificent."
Huffington Post The wines of Bordeaux are
universally recognized as being among the finest
in the world and in this fully revised and updated
edition of his classic text, renowned wine expert
Stephen Brook provides an unrivalled survey of
the region and its wines. The Complete
Bordeaux offers detailed information on the
many communes and appellations of Bordeaux
as well as descriptions and assessments of all its
major properties. As well as incisive portraits of
the leading properties and their produce,
Stephen Brook provides a detailed look at
Bordeaux's lesser-known areas and chateaux.
There is also an invaluable vintage guide to the
last four decades. Bordeaux encapsulates an
incredible 13,000 wineries throughout 54
appellations and this book includes a thorough
explanation of Bordeaux's history, terroir, and
winemaking styles.

Asher is amongst the most erudite men I know.
With an exceptional palate, he appreciates wines
of great elegance, subtlety, and finesse, and his
writings capture the essence of many fine
wines."—Christian Moueix, Etablissements JeanPierre Moueix “Wine can occasionally be silken
textured, as can its prose, especially in Gerald
Asher's hands. He is the Maestro, the Doyen,
and my inspiration since the 1970s.”—John
Livingstone-Learmonth, author of The Wines of
the Northern Rhône "Gerald Asher's eye for
telling detail makes for addictively readable
prose"—Terry Theise, author of Reading
between the Wines “When it comes to style as
well as substance, no one writing about wine in
the English language comes close to Gerald
Asher. These articles from Gourmet magazine
are as fresh and informative as they were when
initially published. A Vineyard in My Glass
deserves a place on every wine lover’s
bookshelf.”—Steve Heimoff, author of A Wine
Journey Along the Russian River In a wine world
that is obsessed with points and descriptors,
Gerald Asher’s writing is utterly refreshing. No
matter his topic, he reminds us that the most
interesting things about wine are the place it
comes from and the people who make it.—Carole
Meredith, Professor Emerita of Enology, UC
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